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ABSTRACT 
Two points are discussed in this note. First, it is shown that in the case of finite Weyl groups, a proof 
of a conjecture of Deodhar concerning Bruhat intervals can be derived from elementary properties of 
Schubert varieties. Second, a description of the Zariski tangent spaces of these varieties in some re- 
presentation-theoretic terms is given, and some consequences of this description are then derived. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let ( W, 5’) be a Coxeter group, where S denotes the set of simple reflections, 
let I : W ---$ N be the associated length function, and let 5 denote the Bruhat 
order on W. Also, let R denote the set of conjugates of elements of S. In [De21 
the following inequality was conjectured: for any y 5 w in W, 
(1) #{t E R ) y I yt 5 WI 2 l(w) - l(Y). 
Some special cases were reported in [De3], in particular it was noted there that 
when W is a symmetric group, say W = S,, the conjecture follows from a result 
of Lakshmibai and Seshadri about Zariski tangent spaces of Schubert varieties 
in the flag variety of SL, ([LS2]). 
A more general formulation of the conjecture has been proved, on the one 
hand for crystallographic Coxeter groups by Carrel1 and Peterson, by studying 
torus actions on the intersection of a Schubert variety with an opposite Schubert 
variety [Cal, and on the other hand for arbitrary Coxeter groups by Dyer [Dy], 
by using properties of the Kostant-Kumar nil Hecke ring. 
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This paper has two independent though related aims. The first is to show that 
for finite crystallographic Coxeter groups, i.e. for the Weyl groups of semisimple 
algebraic groups, the conjecture follows from elementary properties of Schubert 
varieties (involving no consideration of Zariski tangent spaces). The second is to 
give for an arbitrary semisimple algebraic group a description of tangent spaces 
of Schubert varieties, which somehow extends the neat result for SL, obtained in 
[LS2]. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. Let G be a semisimple, connected and simply connected algebraic group 
over an algebraically closed field k of arbitrary characteristic. Let B and B- be 
Bore1 subgroups of G such that B n B- := T is a maximal torus of G, let W = 
NG( T)/T be the Weyl group and R the root system of (G, T), let R+ be the set of 
non-zero roots in Lie B, and let A be the corresponding set of simple roots. Also, 
for every Q E R+ let s,, denote the corresponding reflection in W, let 1 denote the 
length function on W relative to the set of simple reflections {s,, o E A}, and let 
< denote the Bruhat order on W, see e.g. [Del]. 
Consider the flag variety X = G/B, and set Y = dim X = 1 R ’ 1. For every 
IV E W, denote first by e,+,B the point of X corresponding to the coset n,$,B, where 
H,- is any representative of )V in NG( T ), and second by X,. the Zariski closure in 
X of the orbit B~,.B; then X,. is called the Schubert variety associated to w. It is 
well-known that dim X,. = /(IV) and that X, 2 X,,, if and only if y 5 1~. see e.g. 
[Ja2, Chap. 131. 
1.2. Let P denote the character group of T, and, for every X E P, let ,C(X) denote 
the associated G-equivariant line bundle on X. Also, for every 01 E R let 0’” de- 
note the corresponding coroot. Then, it is well-known that for any X E P, the 
space of global sections r(X, C(-X)) IS non-zero if and only if X belongs to the 
setP’={vEP(( V: 0”) E N V’cu E R+}. In this case, r(X, .C(-X)) :== Ht(-X) 
contains a unique B--invariant line, of weight -X, and therefore the dual module 
Vk(X) = &V-X) . g * is enerated as a B--module by a vector of weight X, see e.g. 
[Ja2, II.2.13]. Further, for every M’ E W denote by Fk(“tX) the B-submodule of 
Vk(X) generated by the weight space Vk(X),.x (which is one dimensional). Also, 
recall that X E P is said to be regular if (X, 0”) # 0 for all o E R, and denote by 
P’+ the set of regular elements of P+. 
Finally, we refer to [Ja2, I.7 and 11.1.12] for the definition of Dist(G), the al- 
gebra of distributions on G, which plays in any characteristic the same role as the 
enveloping algebra 24(g) of a = Lie G does in characteristic zero (and in fact 
Dist(G) E U(g) when char k = 0). Then, by considering Dist(G) it is easy to 
check that Theorem 2.9 of [BGG] holds in any characteristic, namely one has the: 
Now, fix on the one hand, for every IV E W a representative a,,, of K’ in NG.( T), 
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and on the other hand, for every X E P++, weight vectors VA E Vk(X)x and vi E 
Hf(-X)_, such that (vi, VA) = 1, and then set v,,!, = 12,~~ and vGx = n,v;. Note 
then that: if y E W and if E is a T-stable subspace of Vk(X) then (v$,, E) # 0 if 
and only if E contains Vk (X),, . Therefore, the previous lemma gives the: 
Corollary. Let X E P++ andy, w E W. Then: (v;~,F~(wX)) # 0 H y < w. 
2. A PROOF OF DEODHAR’S CONJECTURE 
2.1. Certain systems of parameters in OX+~. Let U- denote the unipotent radi- 
cal of B-. It is well-known that the map n : u H ueg induces an isomorphism 
from U - onto an open neighbourhood 0, of eB in X. 
Fix X E P+’ and for every y E W denote by I/+ the regular function on G 
defined by: &(g) = (v~?~, gvx) f or all g E G. Then, for every cr E Rt consider the 
regular function (P~ := $J$, 0 7-l on Q,. Also, let ?‘??B denote the maximal ideal of 
k[QB] corresponding to the point eB. One then has the: 
Proposition. The (pcy, where CI E R +, generate an mB_primary ideal of k[flB]. 
Remark. {(Pi, a E R+} is therefore a system of parameters in the local ring 
k[.nB],B = OX,eB. This explains the title of this subsection. 
Proof. For every LY E R+ denote by U-, the corresponding root subgroup of 
U -, and fix an isomorphism of algebraic groups x-, : k % K,. Also, fix some 
ordering Qi, . . . , a, of the positive roots. Then the map @ : k’ + U - which sends 
every z = (zi , . , z,) to nr=, x_~~ (zi), where the product is taken in the given 
order, is an isomorphism of algebraic varieties, and what we have to show is that 
the point 0 E k’ is the only common zero of the functions & := $.Y,, o @, for 
Q! E R+. 
For every o E R+, let us recall two well-known facts. First, for every t E k, 
x-(?(t) acts on Vk(X) as a (finite) sum Cn>O t’X_l”d, where X9,’ E Dist(U_,) 
denotes the nth-divided power of the root vector X-, := ( dx_,)( 1) E Lie( U_,), 
see e.g. [Ja2, 11.1.19(6)]. Second, X-, ((X’n”))v~ = cv,“~ for some c E k*, this follows 
e.g. from the commutation formula in [Ko, Lemma I]. From these two facts it 
follows that for every i E { 1, . . . , r}, &, is a polynomial in the zj of the form: 
(2) Ah, = CiZj (W) + c a, z;’ . . . z; 
IlEN’ 
where Ci E k*, a, E k, and the sum is over all n E Nr such that: 
(3) 2 njcyi = (A, CXv)O!i. 
j=l 
Now, we observe that the system of equations: &, = 0 for i = 1, . . . , r can be put 
in a triangular form. Indeed, the ordering ~1, . , a, of the positive roots was so 
far arbitrary, and we shall now assume that it satisfies the following convexity 
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property: for every i E { 1, . . , Y}, cti does not belong to the convex cone spanned 
by the oj, for j > i. 
(Such orderings exist: assuming that (~1, . . . , ai have been chosen consider the 
convex cone Ci spanned by R+\{ al ! . . . , ai}, then one may choose as Q;+ 1 any of 
those p in R+\{cYI, , Ni} which generate an extremal ray of Ci. Moreover one 
can show using e.g. assertion (ii) of [Da, Proposition] that this convexity property 
is satisfied by every ordering of Rf obtained from a reduced expression of the 
longest element of W.) 
Since (X, CX~) > 0, the convexity property implies that in (3) there is at least 
one j < i such that n, # 0. Therefore every monomial occurring in the sum in (2) 
involves a factor zj for some j < i, and from this one easily obtains that the sys- 
tem of equations: &, = 0 for i = 1,. . , r has only the trivial solution. This proves 
the proposition. q 
2.2. We can now derive the 
Proposition. For any y < w in W, #{a E R+ 1 y 5 ys, < w} > I(w) - I(y). 
Proof. Fix y 5 u’ in W and let A denote the coordinate ring of the closed sub- 
variety Vi; := 0, n nY -lx,,. of as; note that the image MB of mB in A is a proper 
(maximal) ideal, since es E n,,:‘X,, by the hyp othesis y < w. Further, let I denote 
the ideal in k[QB] generated by the (P~ for Q E R+, and let 1 denote its image in A; 
then 7 is fis-primary. 
Consider now an arbitrary x E V,Y. By Bruhat decomposition there exist 
b,b’ E B and z E W, z 5 w such that q-‘(x) = nJ:‘bn,b’, and since (bn,b’)vx = 
X(b’)bv,x belongs to Fk(wX) one has by Corollary 1.2: 
(Pi = (vsI x,q-l(x)v~) = (~~,~~~,X(b’)bv,x) = 00 if ys, $ UJ. 
Thus, all (Pi with ys, $ w vanish identically on Vi. Therefore, the Cpa, where 
Q E R+ and ys, 5 M), generate the fis-primary ideal f. By standard commutative 
algebra, this implies: 
(4) #{a E R+ 1 ys, I w} 2 dim A = dimVi = I(w). 
Combined with the well-known equality #{N E R+ 1 ys, < y} = I(y), this gives 
the sought for inequality: 
(5) #{a E R+ 1 Y I ys, 5 ~1 2 l(w) - l(y). 0 
2.3. Remark. Further, consider x < y and let wg denote the longest element of 
W. Applying (4) to the pair way I wox one then obtains: 
(6) 
i 
#{cy E R+ 1 ys, < x} = #{a E R+ 1 ways, 2 wax} 
< lR+l - I(wox) = I(x) 
whence, for all x < y < w in W: 
(7) #{a E R+ 1 x 5 ys, I w} > I(w) - l(x). 
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This is the more general formulation of Deodhar’s conjecture proved for crys- 
tallographic Coxeter groups in [Cal and for arbitrary Coxeter groups in [Dy]. 
3. TANGENT SPACES OF SCHUBERT VARIETIES 
3.1. Linear definition of Schubert varieties. For every parabolic subgroup Q > B 
let WQ denote the corresponding subgroup of W and let W Q denote the set of 
those w E W which are minimal in their coset w WQ. Then for every w E W Q the 
Schubert variety X: is by definition the Zariski closure in G/Q of the orbit 
B. ewQ, where I&Q denotes the image in G/Q of the coset nwQ. Also, let RQ C R 
be the root subsystem corresponding to Q, let Ri = RQ n Rf, and P+ = Q 
{XEP’I(X,~~“)=O~‘~:ERQ}. 
Note that for every X E P+ the map g H [gvx] induces a closed immersion of 
G/PA into the projective space P( Vk(X)), where PA 2 B denotes the stabilizer of 
the line [kvx]. Therefore, for arbitrary Xi, , A, in Pp’ such that nr=, PA, = Q, 
there is a closed immersion of G/Q, hence also of every x,$ into a multi- 
projective space: 
xz C G/Q- fi G/PA, q fi p(vk/k(Xi)). 
i=l i=l 
Denote by V, resp. V,,, the image of G/Q, resp. Xz in W := nr=, P( Vk(Xi)), 
and set Ci = C(-Xi) for every i = 1, . , n. Then the homogeneous coordinate 
ring S of W is the symmetric algebra of: @r=, l’k(Xi)* E @=, Hf(G/Q,Li), 
thus: 
and there are natural restriction maps: 
S: @ H,0(G/Q,@;=,L15)1, @ @(X,e&=,CpI) 
atN” REN” 
where by abuse of notation the restriction of Ci to x,,$! is still denoted by CL. 
Also, let Z and Jk denote the multi-graded ideals in S corresponding to the 
closed subvarieties V and V,, and let A = S/Z and A, = S/J,‘,,. It is easily 
checked that A = Irn7r and A,,, = Im( r o 7r); moreover it was proved in [RR, 
Theorem 21 that both 7r and 7 are surjective. It follows that the closed subvariety 
V, C V is defined by the multi-graded ideal J, := Jh/Z in A. 
Further, by [KR, Theorem 31 the ideal J, is generated by its degree one part: 
6 Ker(ffj(G/Q, Ci) L ff,“(x$, Ci)). 
i=l 
Recall now that for every X E P+ the isomorphism Vk(X)* q Ht(-X) is given 
as follows: every linear form cp E Vk(X)* becomes the function which sends every 
g E G to cp(gvx), see e.g. [Jal, p. 1201. From this one easily obtains that, for every 
i= l,...,n: 
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Ker(ff,f(G/Q, G) L H,“(x:, Ci)) E {‘P E v/c(h)* 1 Cp(Fk(WXi)) = 0) 
:= Fk(WXi)5 
Summarizing, we have obtained the: 
Proposition. Keep notation as above. Then the multi-graded ideal J,v c A corre- 
sponding to the closed subvariety V,. c V is generated by all linear functionals 
cp E Fk(WXi)l, for i = 1,. ,n. 
Remark. When G/Q is of classical type, all results mentioned in this subsection 
were obtained by Lakshmibai and Seshadri as a consequence of their ‘Standard 
Monomial Theory’ ([LS 11). 
3.2. Tangent spaces. Fix now y 5 w in W Q. Denote by UC the subgroup of U ~ 
generated by the root subgroups K,, where c) E Rf\RQf, and let y(U;) = 
nJ, U;n;‘. Then the map 0 : UH ueyQ is an isomorphism from y( UC) onto a 
y( U;)-invariant open neighbourhood fly, of the point eyQ in G/Q, and denoting 
by TYe(G/Q) the Zariski tangent space of G/Q at eyQ, one has: 
T,Q(G/Q) N Lie y( UC) E @ Lie U_,,,. 
a~ R+JR; 
Further, it is easy to check using Bruhat’s lemma that the image of fly, in V is 
exactly the intersection of V with the following affine open subset of W: 
&v($&, . , v,‘xr )={~EW~~yl;\,(~)#Ofori=1,...,n} 
From this it follows that if one regards A E eat,,,” V(~~,, aixi)* as an algebra 
of matrix coefficients on G, and denotes by A,Q the image of A under the appli- 
cation of restriction to the subset n, UC = y( Uc)n, of G, then AyQ identifies with 
k[y( Ui)]; further since the vJA, are y( UC)-invariant this identification is com- 
patible with the action of y( UC) on both algebras. Finally, taking Proposition 3.1 
into account one also obtains that the ideal Z,. of the affine subvariety 
8-l (X,$ n fiyQ) of y( UC) is generated by the restrictions to y( UC) of the matrix 
coefficients 4~ := g H<(gvI.A,),whereiE {l,...,n}andl~Fk(~Xi)‘. 
The description of the Zariski tangent space T,.QX$ of X$ at the point eyQ is 
now at hand. Indeed, since e),Q is a fixed point of T then rvQx,$? is a sum of T- 
weight spaces, and since T,QX,,? C T,Q(G/Q) = enER+\R+ kX_,,, where X_,, 
denotes some non-zero vector in Lie UP,,, it suffices 70 determine those 
cv E R’\Ri for which X_,,, E T,QX,F. 
But every X-,, determines a k-derivation 6, : k[ y( Ui)] --) k, 4 ++ (XAYn4)( l), 
and clearly X_,, E T,QX$ if an d only if c~,(Z,~) = 0, hence if and only if SY van- 
ishes on the generators 4~ mentioned above. Further, since the isomorphism 
A,Q = WU~I k!J(~~)- e uivariant then for every i = 1, . . . , n and 5‘ as above ‘I 
one has: 
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This shows that 6, vanishes on all q!q if and only if X_,,V,X, E Fk(WXi) for every 
i= l,..., n. Thus, we obtained the following: 
Theorem. Keep notation as above. Then for any LY E Ri\R$ the following are 
equivalent: 
(4 X-,, E T,QX$ 
(b) X-,, vYx E Fk(wX) for all X E 7’6 
(4 X-Y, vyx, E Fk(wXi) for some collection Al,. . . , A, of elements of Pz such 
that nr=, PA, = Q. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
4.1. Independence of k. It follows from Theorem 3.2 that the dimension of 
T,QX$, and more precisely its formal character ch( T,oX,$) are independent of 
the base field k, where by definition ch( V) := CXEP (dim Vx)eX for every finite 
dimensional T-module I’. 
Indeed, G, B, etc... are defined over 2 by results of Chevalley, and one may 
consider the algebras of distributions Dist(Gz) and Dist(Bz), see [Ja2, 11.1.121. 
Then, for every X E P+ fix a weight vector VA E V,(X), and denote by Vz(X) the 
Dist(GZ)-submodule of V,(X) generated by VA, and for every w E W by Fz(wX) 
the Dist(BZ)-submodule of Vz(X) generated by the weight space VZ(X),~. 
First, one has Vz(X) @k 2 Vk(X) f or every field k by [Ja2, 11.8.31. Second, 
since Dist(BZ) @k E Dist(Bk) by [Ja2, 11.1.12(3)] then the natural map 
Fz(wX) @k -+ Vk(X) has image Fk(wX). Third, noting that the surjectivity of 
Hf(X, C(--X)) + Ht(X,, .C(-X)) implies Hi(X,,,, C(-X)) Y Fk(wX)*, one has 
by [An] or [Se] that for every field k, dim Fk( WA) is given by Demazure character 
formula. This implies that Fz(wX) is a direct summand of Vz(X), see also [Se, 
Remark 4.41, and from this it follows that in Theorem 3.2 the base field k may be 
replaced by Z. In particular one obtains the: 
Corollary. For every y < w in We, ch(T,$‘$) and therefore the dimension of 
T&X$ are independent of the basefield. 
4.2. Also, Theorem 3.2 may be used to give a lower bound on dim T,QXz. For 
the sake of simplicity, we state the result in the case Q = B. 
Proposition. For every y 5 w in W, T,,sXw > k-span{X_Y, 1 (Y E R+ and 
ys, < w}. In particular, dim TY~Xw > #{a E R+ 1 ys, 5 w}. 
Proof. We mention two proofs. Our original proof used Theorem 3.2 as follows. 
Let X E P++, and let Q E R+ such that ys, 5 w. It is clear that X_,,V,X E Fk(wX) 
if -ycr E Rf, 
cX (&a”)) 
i.e. if ys, 5 y. Otherwise, if ya E Rf then one has vYx = 
vYs,x for some c E k*, and using the commutation formula in [Ko, 
Legma 11, one obtains that X_,,v,x = cX$~‘~“)~‘) vYs,x, which belongs to Fk ( WA) 
since ys, < w. A better proof can be found in [Cal: there it is observed that the 
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hypothesis ys, < w implies that the image of the curve z H xeya(z)ey~ is con- 
tained in X,, so that the tangent vector X_,, belongs to T’sX,,,. q 
4.3. The minuscule case. The main case of interest in criterion (c) of Theorem 
3.2 is when one takes for Xi, . , A, all fundamental weights orthogonal to RQ. In 
particular, when all these Xi are minuscule, this criterion may be expressed in a 
much simpler way, as was shown in [LS2]. Indeed under this assumption one has, 
with Pi denoting PA,: 
Takinginto account e.g. [LSl, Lemma 10.11 one obtains from this the following: 
Corollary. ([LS2]) Assume that all fundamental weights orthogonal to RQ are 
minuscule. Then for every y 5 w in W Q: 
(8) T,QXZ = k-span{Xy, 1 LY E R’\R$ and XY$ C Xz}. 
In particular, if G = SL, and Q = B then 
(9) Ty~X,,, = k-span{X_,, 1 a E R+ and ys, 5 w}. 
Remark 1. Carrel1 and Peterson obtained another proof of this result, along the 
lines of [Cal. 
Remark 2. Note that (9) gives in particular that for G = SL, and y I w in S,,: 
(10) I(w) = dimX, 5 dim(T,sX,) = #{o E R+ 1 ys, 5 w}. 
This was the proof of (1) for S,, mentioned in the introduction. 
4.4. About tangent spaces at the B-fixed point. In [Ca, Theorem G] it is proved 
that if G is simply laced then the k-linear span of the reduced tangent cone of X, 
at the point e,B is generated by the root vectors X-Ycu, for those cr E R+ such that 
ys, < w. In discussions with Carrel1 and Peterson during the 1991 A.M.S. meet- 
ing at Penn State, it was observed that their proof would also give the following 
result: 
For arbitrary G, the k-linear span of the reduced tangent cone 
of X, at the B-fixed point es is the B-module span of the root 
vectors X-,, for those (Y E R+ such that s, < w. 
This raises the question as to whether this B-module span coincides with TBX,. 
This is true in type A, by Corollary 4.3(9), and we show below that this is also 
true in type C,,, but fails in all other types. First, one has the: 
Proposition A. Let G be simple of type C,,. Then, for every w in W 
TBX, = B-span{ X_, 1 a E R f and s, < w}. 
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Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 5.2 in [La] which de- 
scribes explicitly the tangent spaces Ty~Xw for every y 5 w. We shall follow the 
notations of this paper. 
First, the Weyl group W( Cn) of G identifies with the following subgroup of the 
symmetric group Szn: 
(11) W(Cn)={~ES2nI~(i)=~(i) Vi=1,...,2n}. 
where i H i denotes the involution i H 2n + 1 - i of the set { 1, . ,2n}. In parti- 
cular, every w E W( Cn) may be represented by the n-tuple w(l), . . . , w(n). 
Second, for every w E W( Cn) and d E { 1,. , n} denote by wed) the d-tuple 
obtained by arranging the numbers w(l), . , w(d ) in increasing order. Further, 
one defines a partial order on d-tuples by: (al,. , ad) 5 (bl, . , bd) if and only 
if ai < bi for every i = 1, . , d. Then by [La, $3(1X)] the Bruhat order on W( Cn) 
may be characterized as follows: for any y, w in W( Cn), 
(12) yIw~y(~)<w(~) ford=l,...,n. 
Third, following [Bo, Planche III] we denote by Ej i &k and 2~~, where 1 5 j < 
k 5 n and 1 5 i < n, the positive roots in R+(Cn). Then it is easy to check that 
through the isomorphism (11) the corresponding reflections are given as follows, 
where (p, q) denotes the transposition exchanging p and q: 
(13) s&,-~~ = (j,k)(j,k) a, = (CT) SE, + Ek = (j,%tk). 
Now, let us prove the proposition. Fix root vectors {Xp},,, inside a Chevalley 
basis of g = Lie G. Then consider Q E R+ such that X_, E r,X,. First, if cy has 
the form Ej - &k or 2&i then s, 5 w by assertion (1) of Proposition 5.2 in [La], and 
we are done in this case. Second, if o is some Ej + &k then by assertion (2) of the 
same proposition, the following two conditions are satisfied, where as usual j 
means that j is omitted: 
w(j) 2 {l,..., j-l,k} and wck) > {l,..., j ,..., k,j}. 
From this one deduces that at least one of the following two conditions is sa- 
tisfied: 
(a) thereexist iiE{l,...,j} and i2E{j+l,...,k} suchthatk<w(ii)< 
J < w(iz), or: 
(b) there exists i E { 1,. ,j} such that j I w(i). 
In case (a) we obtain from (12) and (13) that s~,+~~ 5 w, and are done in this 
case. On the other hand, (12) and (13) give in case (b) that szE, 5 w, whence 
X_zE, E TBX,. In this case, note that since we are working with a Chevalley basis 
and since -2&j - (E, - &k) is not a root, then ad(XE,_,,)(X_2E,) = *X_,_,,. 
Further, since the action of b = Lie B on TBX corresponds via the identification 
T&X’ P g/b to the induced adjoint action of b on g/b, it follows that X_E,-Ek = 
*xc, ~ Ek . X_2E, belongs to the b-module span of {X_, ( cv E R+ and s, < w}. 
This completes the proof of the proposition. q 
Second. one also has the: 
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Proposition B. Assume that G is simple and not of type A,, or C,,. Then there exists 
a codimension one Schubert variety X, c G/B such that: 
TBX, # B-span{X_, ( (Y E R + and s, < w}. 
Proof. Since G is simple and not of type A,, or C,, then the highest root y is some 
fundamental weight w, see [Bo, Planches I-IX]. Let s be the simple reflection 
corresponding to w, let w = SWO, where wo denotes the longest element of W, and 
here let X$ denote the image of X, under the projection r : G/B -+ G/Q, where 
Q = P,. 
Since I/k(w) 21 g is the adjoint representation and since X$ is the unique co- 
dimension one Schubert variety in G/Q, it follows that Fk(ww) contains all root 
spaces gp, for P E R\{-71, and in particular all spaces g_,, where Q: E A. From 
this one obtains that Fk(Ww) also contains the zero weight space of g, and 
therefore X_?v, E Fk(ww), whence X_, E TQXZ by Theorem 3.2. Thus, 
TQ~,,? = TQ(G/Q, since the latter is generated as a B-module by X_,; and since 
x-‘(X$) =X, i s a fibration over X$ with fibre Q/B this further gives: 
TBX, = TB(G/B). 
Finally, observe that since syw = -w = WOW then sy E wg WQ, whence X$ = 
G/Q. This implies Xs7 $Z X,, i.e. sr $ w. The proposition follows, since the X_,, 
where a E R+\(y), span a proper B-submodule of TBX,. q 
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